Directions to Camp:

Exit US Hwy 101 for Willits downtown/Hwy 20; Follow Main Street into Willits, then turn East on Commercial Street; After 1.5 miles, follow the road sharply left around a 15mph curve; Continue on the main road, then straight ahead on Canyon Road; Follow the road sharply right over a small one-lane bridge; Continue left up through the twisty canyon for about a mile; Look for the large "Wente Scout Reservation" sign on the right; Veer up the dirt road and follow around the lake at 5mph; Parking is across the dam, then on the left.

Wente Scout Reservation
Ranger Mike Hannah
PO Box 453
5401 Canyon Road
Willits, CA 95490
(707) 459-2110

Camp Reservations
Please contact the
San Francisco Bay Area Council offices at
(510) 577-9000